At the Extraordinary Session of the Preparatory Committee of the MOZAMBIQUE REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEE (COREMO) held at the COREMO Headquarters in Lusaka — REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA from the 15th to 17th June, 1965; attended by all the six members of the Preparatory Committee and their respective National Presidents of the MONONOTAPA NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC UNION (UDENAMO), MOZAMBIQUE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC UNION (UDENAMO), the Acting President of the MOZAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS (MANC), and other accredited representatives of the above-mentioned organisations, the following RESOLUTIONS were unanimously adopted:

(a) After analysing closely the serious situation in our National Liberation Struggle, and after hearing the reports from the Preparatory Committee which was set up by three of the Five unifying Organisations to smoothen the preparations for the First Elections of COREMO, it was unanimously expressed that the delay of holding these Elections due mainly to the lack of funds and the difficulties beyond our control was delaying our People's Just Cause, and therefore the following alternatives should be taken in order to accelerate the armed struggle in MOZAMBIQUE:

1. Dissolution of the Preparatory Committee with an immediate effect.
2. Formation of a PROVISIONAL ACTION COUNCIL.
3. Suspension of all Diplomatic activities and contacts by all component organisations.
4. Formulation of a FIGHTING PROGRAMME in Mozambique, and
5. Fixing period for the total transference of all party properties to COREMO's Provisional Action Council without COREMO being responsible of debts of any component organisations.

(b) It was furthermore unanimously resolved that the Provisional Action Council shall implement points 3, 4, and 5 prescribed above, and, shall work in accordance with Article 21, clauses 2, 3, and 4 of the CONSTITUTION of the MOZAMBIQUE REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEE (COREMO).

(c) The three organisations i.e. MOZAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS (MANC), MONONOTAPA NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC UNION (UDENAMO), and MOZAMBIQUE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC UNION (UDENAMO) shall each nominate 5 'six' representatives to take up duties in the Provisional Action Council and the 15 'fifteen' shall be appointed within themselves.

(d) The Provisional Action Council shall be reshuffled unconditionally upon genuine and Revolutionary request by the MOZAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION (MANU) and the INDEPENDENT MOZAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION (UNAMI) in order to allow the smooth re-distribution of portfolios by the five 'five' organisations once MANU and UNAMI sent their six representatives from each organisation.

(e) The DURATION of the Provisional Action Council shall be determined by the prevailing situation in our National Liberation Struggle internally and externally.

Drafted and accepted unanimously by all three organisations i.e. UDENAMO-UDENAMO-UDENAMO-MONONOTAPA, on the 17th June, 1965.
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